Arveson and Wittstock have proved a "non-commutative HahnBanach Theorem" for completely hounded operator-valued maps on spaces of operators. In this paper it is shown that if T is a linear map from the dual of an operator space into a C*-algebra, then the usual operator norm of T coincides with the completely bounded norm. This is used to prove that the Arveson-Wittstock theorem does not generalize to "matricially normed spaces". An elementary proof of the Arveson-Wittstock result is presented. Finally a simple bimodule interpretation is given for the "Haagerup" and "matricial" tensor products of matricially normed spaces.
Introduction.
A. function space V on a set X is a linear subspace of the bounded complex functions on X. With the uniform norm, this is a normed vector space. Conversely, any (complex) normed vector space V may be realized as a function space on the closed unit ball X of the dual space V*. Thus one may regard a normed vector space as simply an abstract function space.
An operator space V on a Hubert space H is a linear subspace of the bounded operators on H. For each «GN, the operator norm associated with H n determines a distinguished norm on the n x n matrices over V. The second author recently gave an abstract characterization for the operator spaces by taking into consideration these systems of matrix norms. The operator spaces V are characterized among the "matricially normed spaces" (see §2), by the "L°°-property": given matrices v = [v /7 ] , w = [w kl ] with v zy , w kι e V, ||vθH>||=max{||v||,|M|}.
On the other hand, the dual of an operator space is canonically an "L 1 -matricially normed space", in the sense that its matrix norms satisfy
In this paper we shall begin a systematic study of the matricially normed spaces. Our main results are:
(a) We show in §2 that if φ: V -» W is a linear map from an L 1 -matricially normed space to an operator space, then the completely = bξη.
We let M mfn (resp., M π if m = n ) denote the complex m x n matrices with the usual vector space operations and the operator norm. We let εtj G M m>n be the matrix units 9nι eM nι (V) and so on. We also use the notation "v 0 0 w
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A matricially normed space is a normed vector space V together with an assignment of a norm to each of the matrix spaces M n (V) 9 such that Mj. \\v (Bθ r \\ = \\v\\(veM n (V),reN) . M 2 . ||αv|| < ||α||||v|| and ||vα|| < ||v||||α|| for v G M Π (K), a G M n . Given 1 < p < oo, we say that V is an L p -matricially normed space if in addition we have that V \\v®w\\ = {\M p + \M\ p ) xlP ,
and that it is an L°°-matricially normed space if Loo. ||vθw|| = max{||v||,|M|}. Given a matricially normed space V and a unitary α € M Λ , we have from M 2 that ||αv|| = ||v|| = ||vα||. In particular, row and column operations on matrices in M n (V) are isometric. It follows that if p, q < n, then any of the embeddings of M PιQ (V) in M n (V) obtained by letting v κ+ v', where v' vanishes on n -p and n -q specified rows and columns, determines the same norm on M M (K). In this sense we have norms provided on rectangular matrices over V. The relations Mi and M 2 continue to hold for suitable rectangular matrices of elements of V and of C.
In 9 and we let φ n = φ n>n . We define and we say that φ is completely bounded if \\φ\\ c b < oo, a complete contraction if \\φ\\ c b < 1> and a complete isometry or complete quotient map if each #>" is isometric, or a quotient map, respectively. It is immediate that if p > max{m, n}, ||^W fΛ || < \\φ p \\. We let J?(VW) denote the normed vector space of all completely bounded linear maps φ : V -• W together with the corresponding norm || ||^. It should be noted that we do not attempt to place a matricial norm structure on Jί{VW) in this paper.
As we remarked in §1, any operator space V is provided with matrix norms, namely, we may let M n (V) have the relative norm in M n άS{H) = 38 (H n ) . It is trivial that with these norms V is an L°°-matricially normed space.
If W is a vector subspace of a matricially normed space V, then identifying M n (W) with a subspace of M Λ (K), the relative norms determine a matricial norm structure on W, and we say that W is a matricially normed subspace of V.
If V is matricially normed, then regarding M n (V*) as the dual of M n (V) under the pairing V* is matricially normed by the dual norms on M n (V*) (see [11] ). We call V* the dual matricially normed space of V. If V c 3S{H) is an operator space, and we are given ξ,η e H n , then for any v e M n (V) 9 hence with the above convention,
3) ω^ = It will be convenient to regard the dual of M Λ as also being the predual, and we denote it by M Λ .
Finally if W is a closed subspace of a matricially normed space V, then it follows from (2.1) 
we may let M n {V/W) have the quotient norm for each n. It is readily verified that V/ W is thereby matricially normed. This is called the quotient matricially normed space. If V is an L p -matricially normed space then subspaces and quotients again have that property (for the latter, see (2.2) ). In general we have that a map φ: V -> W is a complete quotient map if and only if it induces a complete isometry of V/ ker φ onto W. Proof. To prove the first assertion, we embed V into l°°(X) for some set X, and then find a faithful representation of l°°(X) on a Hubert space H. This provides l°°(X) with an L°°-matricial structure, and we let V have the relative structure. The matrix norms for l°°(X) are determined by the isometries: (see [13] , Th. IV. 4.14) . Since the maps V® λ M n^-> l°°(X) ® λ M n are isometric, the relative L°°-matricial structure is given by the isometries:
For the second, we let X be the open unit ball of V, and we define l(X) C l ι (X) to be the functions on X vanishing off finitely many points, together with the I 1 norm. Letting δ(x) denote the characteristic function of the singleton {x}, the map θ:
is a quotient map of normed vector spaces. Representing l°°(X) as a von Neumann algebra on a Hubert space 77, it follows that l ι (X) is then isometric to the predual of this von Neumann algebra, and thus l(X) inherits a corresponding Z^-matricial norm structure. We let V = l(X)/kerθ have the quotient ZΛmatricial structure. The matrix norms on l(X) are determined by the isometries (see [13] Th. IV.7.17, and p. 261). Since is a quotient map, the matricial norm on V are given by the isometries Proof. We may assume that V = (F*)* for some matricially normed space F*. Since the canonical map j: F* -• V* is completely isometric, the dual j*: F** -• V is a complete quotient map. From Theorem 2.2, F* is an L°°-matricially normed space, and there is a complete isometry φ: Proof. It suffices to show that if \\φ\\ < oc, then for each n e N, \\<Pn\\ < \\φ\\. Let us first assume that F = 3S{H\ for some Hubert space H, and that W c 3&{K). Each function / e ^(/ί)* with 11/11 < 1 is a norm limit of convex combinations of functions of the form a)ξ tη (see [3] §1.3.3, proof of Lemma 3). We may apply this to 9 and thus assumes its maximum on functions of the form ω ξ η , ξ, η e H n :
ζ,ηeH n ,θ 9 ζeK n }.
Using (2.3), we have Proof. M2 is not injective as a normed vector space since it is not isometric to /4 0 (this is a consequence of [7] , Th. 7), which is the only 4-dimensional injective normed vector space (see [8] 
The following result is due to R. Smith [12] . We have included a proof that may be more familiar to operator algebraists, and that has an obvious extension to finite von Neumann algebras. LEMMA ', η' e (C n ) n such that ξ = {In ® £/)(£' θ θp-n ) and 1/ = (/" ® K)(ι/' θ 0 P -Λ ). Letting £ = [/" (9] and U' = I n ® t/E*, V = I n ® VE* (these are /? x w matrices over M Λ ), it follows that for v e M P (F) with ||v|| < 1, 
Suppose that p > n, and the ξo is a vector in (C

|. D
Let us suppose that V is a matricially normed space. We have a natural pairing between ^(KM n ) and the algebraic tensor product V (g> Mfl* defined by (φ, v ® g) = g(^(g)). In fact Jt(J{M n ) is in this manner isometric to the dual of F ® M n * when the latter is provided with a suitable norm || \\^ described below. and thus
We define the completely bounded norm \\ \\j? on V <g> M Λ by / x ft , v f -G M It is evident that this is a seminorm. To see that || ||^ is a norm, let us suppose that F = Σ w i ® k Φ 0> w / ^ ^5 ^/ ^ M w *. We may assume that the A f form a basis for M w *, and that W\®h\ φ 0. Letting β t G M rt be a dual basis for the /*/, and choosing f e V* with /(HΊ) ^ 0, we have that {θf®β x ,F) = /(HΊ) Φ 0. Since we have it follows that ||F|U φ 0.
We let F ®^ M n * denote F ® M n * with the completely bounded norm, and we call it the completely bounded tensor product. It follows from (3.2) that if ψ e Jt(KM n ) and F eV ®j? M n * we have It is clear that a necessary and sufficient condition for this is that the ξj and the η t span C n . The ζj are linearly independent if and only if given any n vectors ζj 9 there is a matrix β e M n with βζj -ζj, or letting 
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where ||v/|| < 1, ||ft|| = 1, // > 0, and ^ί/ = 1. The following may be regarded as the major distinguishing feature of the operator spaces. It was first proved by Haagerup [6] using a rather different argument. ] is non-singular, i.e., so that both ζ and η are cyclic for M n ® /. Letting e z be the canonical basis for C π , we have that ^ = (^i,..., e n ) is cyclic for M Λ ® /. Given / with 0 < t < 1, we let v, = (1 -t)~2v and & = (1 -t)ξ ®te, η t = (1 -/)>/ Θ fft which are vectors in (C n ) 2n . We then have that
Fixing ί, we have from Lemma 3.1 that there exist unitaries U, V G M 2n such that (/ (8) U)ζ t = ί' θ 0 and (/ ® K)?// = ?/' e 0, and thus as above ,F = w x ω^/^/ where ||w|| < ||v/||. For small /, we will have that ||^||, ||^|| are close to 1 and | | Vf || is close to ||v||. It thus suffices to show that we can choose arbitrarily small t > 0 with ζ r , η f cyclic for M n ® I n , since even after we normalize ξ f and η' to be unit vectors, absorbing the constants into w, we will still have that ||H>|| < 1. ξ' will be cyclic for M n ® I n if and only if the n 2 vectors ε//®/^ (£'θ 0) span an n 2 dimensional space, or since I n ®U commutes with the action of M n (8) />«, if and only if the vectors β/y ® Iι n ζ t are linearly independent in (C") 2 ". Using exterior products, this is equivalent to
Given a basis d k for (C n ) 2n , the exterior products
for « 2 -tuples K = (k\,...k n i) with k\ < < k n i, form a basis for l\ n \C n ) ln .
Thus we have unique coefficients P κ (t) with
K
Letting t vary in R, the Pχ(t) are polynomials in t. Since the vectors (eij ® / Λ )e (1 < /, 7 < n 2 ) are linearly independent, the same is true for the vectors 0 Θ (ε /; ® / Λ )e (1 < /, j < n 1 ), and
Thus there is a coefficient AT with P κ Φ 0. It must have only finitely many zeros, and thus we have the desired situation. The same argument applies to η. D is isometric. It is clear that this map is norm decreasing. Given F G V®jeΉl n +, we denote its norms in the latter and in W®j^M. n * by ||F||κ and ||F||^, respectively, let us suppose that \\F\\ W < 1. From Lemma 3.6 we may choose elements w e M n (W) and g e M n (M n *) such that ||w|| < 1, \\g\\ -1, and g is non-singular with F = w x g. Since g is non-singular, the map
is an isomorphism. Thus since θ g (w) = F e V ® M n * = θ g (M n (V)) 9 we must have that w e M n {V).
assumed isometric, we conclude that II^IIK^II^IIII^I^I Given an arbitrary injective C*-algebra A c £&{H) 9 there is a complete contraction Φ: 3S[H) -> A. Since we may compose this with a map of W into £B{H), it suffices to consider the case A = £B{H). If e is a projection with dimeH = n, then e^{H)e = M n . Thus letting 3* be the family of finite dimensional spaces Lc H, and letting e^ be the projection onto L, we may choose for each LG^a completely con-
3* is a directed set under inclusion, hence {ψ L : L e ^} may be regarded as a net in the unit ball of Jt(ty&\H)).
Since the latter is compact in the topology of point-weak* convergence, this net has a cluster point ψ. It is quickly seen that this is the desired extension of φ. D
The Haagerup tensor product and bimodules.
Given matricially normed spaces V and JV 9 the Haagerup tensor product V ® h W is a matricially normed space, which is defined as follows (see [4] ). Given v e M n>p (V) and w e M p>n (W), we define 
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Finally we have to show that the Haagerup norms indeed have no null space. Given 0 Φ u e V ® W, let us suppose that / e V* and g e W* satisfy ||/|| = ||g|| = 1. Then given any decomposition u = Σv v" Θ w", v v e M lfPμ (K), w y e M PvΛ {W) 9 we have that \f®g{u)\ < £ tfUK) Θ since we have that \\f\\ cb = \\f\\ and \\g\\ cb = \\g\\. Thus 0 φ ||M||Λ In general given Oφ ue M n (V® W), let us assume that «, 7 7^ 0. Then letting
In many respects the Haagerup tensor product is analogous to the projective tensor product for normed vector spaces (see §2). In particular, it is natural to define a bilinear map ψ: V x W -• X to be completely bounded if the corresponding linear map ψ: V ® h W -• X is completely bounded (see [2] ). A convincing argument for this point of view was suggested to us by B. E. Johnson. He remarked that the theory of matricially normed spaces might be simplified if one instead considered normed modules over the infinite matrix algebra. We verify below that the corresponding functor transforms the Haagerup tensor product of two matricially normed spaces into the corresponding projective normed bimodule tensor product.
We define & to be the *-algebra of complex matrices with countably many rows and columns, having only finitely many non-zero entries. We may regard & as the inductive limit of the system of matrix algebras:
where the connecting maps are given by a -• αφOi. We let e"j denote the matrix units in M Λ , and l n the identity for M π . Since the usual operator norms are compatible, we may regard F as a normed *-algebra.
Given a normed algebra J/, a normed sz?-bimodule V is an $fbimodule with a norm satisfying ||αv|| < ||α||||v|| and ||vα|| < ||v||||α|| for v 6 V and a £ J/. Given any matricially normed space V, we may identify Ψ' = V ® SF with the direct limit of the system of normed spaces F®MiCF®M 2 C....
By condition M\, the matricial norms are compatible, and thus determine a norm on *V -V ® SF. Regarding "V as an ^-bimodule, it follows from Mi that "V is a normed ^-bimodule. We say that an ^-bimodule Ψ* is non-degenerate if for each vef, there is an n e N such that l rt v = vl rt = v. Given a non-degeneratê -bimodule Ψ*, we let V = e X \Ve n . We have that V φ {0}. To see this suppose that 0 / v G f. Letting n be such that v = l w vl w , it follows that there exist /, j with v' = ^//v^ / 0. Letting v" = ei/v'e/i, we have that v' = ei\v"e\j, and thus v" is a non-zero element of F. It is a simple matter to verify that the map determines a bimodule isomorphism "V =V ®3
Γ . If we assume that Ψ is a non-degenerate normed ^-module, then we may let l w^l « = F ® M Λ have the relative norm. V is thereby a matricially normed space, and we see that the construction of the previous paragraph essentially gives all of the non-degenerate normed ^-bimodules. We conclude this section with a problem. Paulsen and Smith have recently proved that if V c V\ and W are operator spaces, then the inclusion V ®^ W<-^ V\ ®h W is completely isometric [10] . This came as quite a surprise since the projective product for normed vector spaces does not have this property. In fact a Banach space W has the property that V&W^ V\®W is an isometry for all pairs V c V\ if and only if W is isometric to L ι (X, μ) for some measure space (X, μ) (see [5] ). The inclusion property for ® h seems analogous to that given for ®^ in §3. In fact it follows from [4] that if V and W are operator spaces, and u e M nn (V ® Λ W) satisfies ||w|| < 1, then there exist a p e N, v G M np {V), w e M pn {W) with ||v||, ||w|| < 1 and u = v © w. In this case, however, we do not know if we may take the components of w to be linearly independent. That fact would give an elementary proof of the Paulsen and Smith result. Since it seems unlikely one could maintain equality with the components of w independent, we conjecture that it is rather some perturbation version of this argument that will apply. We define the corresponding projective SF ® & tensor product by where and we denote the quotient map by π. It should be noted that this tensor product is a normed vector space, but that it does not have a natural bimodule structure. 
We conclude that we have a natural isometry: (5.2) V ®j? W =
